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Exams with ILIAS
1. Set up the «Exercise» in ILIAS
2. Set the deadline for submission of the exam and availability of
the «Exercise»
3. Download submissions
4. Optional: Restrict access to exam with groups
5. Important notes
Further information about examinations in times of corona are available on the website
www.lehre.unibe.ch/coronavirus (in German)
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1. Set up the «Exercise» in ILIAS
①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥

Create an «Exercise» in your ILIAS course.
Give the exercise a title and click on «add exercise».
Add an «upload» exercise (students can upload different file types: .pdf, .jpg, .doc etc).
Give the new «assignment» a title.
Explain the downloading and submission process in the field «Work instruction».
Select the exam file in the «Datei auswählen» field and upload it.
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2. Set deadline for submission and availability of the «Exercise»
①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦

Set a «start time» and a «deadline» in the «Schedule» block during which the exam can be downloaded and
uploaded. We recommend that you enter a grace period to accommodate longer upload load times.
Click on «save».
Go back to course overview.
Click on the Actions menu next to the exercise and select "Availability".
Check «Temporarly Available».
Set a time frame (starting and end point) during which the exercise object can be accessed.
Check «Visibility» so that students can find the exercise in advance (they won‘t be able to access it before the
specified starting point).
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3. Download submissions
①
②
③

After the deadline, go back to the «Exercise».
Click on «Submissions and Grades».
Choose «Download all Submissions».

④ Click on the Notification Center (bell symbol) in the top right corner.
⑤
⑥

Click on «Background Tasks» (Suitcase Symbol).
Click on the Title of the «Exercise» - you will find the ZIP-File in your downloads folder on
your computer.
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4. Option: Restrict access to exams with groups
This step is optional and only necessary if you deliberately want to give access to the examination only to those
students who have registered for the assessment in KSL.
Step 1: Create a «Closed Group»:
①
②

Create a «Group» in your ILIAS course.
Give the group a «title» (e.g. exam 1. Session course title).

③
④

Select «Closed Group» as «Type».
Click on «Add group». You‘ll be redirected to the «Settings» tab.
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Recommendations for the group settings
(Additional features)
a. Deactivate «Calendar» and «Show Members».
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b. Set «Mail to Members» on «For Administrators
only».

Step 2: Create «Exercise» with examination task
①
②

Add the «exercise» in the closed group that you just created.
Follow steps 1 and 2 (see pages 2 and 3 in this guide) to set up the «Exercise» with the exam tasks and
their availability.

Step 3: Give students access to the group
You can send a direct access link to the desired students (Option 1), so that the they can access the group and the exam it
contains. Or you can manually add the desired students directly to the group (Option 2).
Option 1: Access with direct access link
① At the closed group level, go to the «Settings» tab.
② Activate the option «Admission per Link».
③ Send the link by e-mail to all students who have registered for this exam.

You can instruct students to click on the link
before the exam date. Depending on the settings
for availability or start date in the «Exercise».
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Be aware: The link is always the same and cannot
be changed. This means that it can theoretically be
forwarded so that other people can also access the
exam.
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Please note that students who have registered for
the assessment must have access to the course
itself, i.e. they must be registered as course
members in order to ensure access to the
examination. You can manually add additional
students to the course at any time («Members» tab).

Option 2: Manual registration of members
①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥

Go to the «Members» tab at the course level.
Select the submenu «Memberships in Groups».
Mark all students who have registered for the assessment in the table.
Select the group for the exam from the drop-down menu (e.g. Exam 1. Session)
Click the «Add to Group» button.
The «Groups» column now shows who has access to the group for the exam.
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These students now have access to the
group «Exam 1. Session», can view the
exercise «Exam HS20» (if available),
download the examination documents
and upload their answers.

5. Important notes
①

Technical problems can always occur when conducting exams digitally. Please note our tips (in German):
www.lehre.unibe.ch/coronavirus > Weitere Informationen > Prüfungen > 10 Tips

②

You should therefore allow for a slightly longer exam, e.g. a two-hour exam instead of a one-hour exam. In any case,
allow for at least 10 minutes of buffer time.

③

Check that all students registered for the assessment have access to the ILIAS course in which the assessment is
located: Compare the list from KSL with the list of participants in ILIAS (tab «Members») or let the students test it
themselves beforehand.

④

You should also consider other examination formats, such as 24-hour or 168-hour examinations, written papers or an
oral examination via video conference.

⑤

You should also provide students with a telephone number so that they can contact you in time in case of technical
problems.

⑥

Think of a plan B in case something does not work out with ILIAS (e.g. sending and handing in the exam via e-mail).

⑦

Inform your students as early as possible about the chosen form of examination.

⑧

Do a test run with an empty file about a week before the test to make sure that all students understand the examination
procedure and that (technical) issues are identified early.

Contact us if you need help or want us to check your settings: ilias@ilub.unibe.ch

